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that she has found at the beginning of the drama " des
Innern stillen Frieden ", which Rustan only finds at
the end of Grillparzer's next play Der Traum, em Leben.
And from this contented, harmonious existence she is
ruthlessly torn by her love for Leander ; her emotional
balance is upset, and the end is, as it only can be,
tragedy. But Grillparzer is too modern a poet, too
consciously the heir of ages of moral systems and
conflicting ideals of life, to rest content with a naively
simple depiction of unhappy love; nor is it enough
for him to reflect, in romantic allegory, the irresistible
power of love in the waves of the Hellespont. His
Hero awakens to an unsettling sense of the dualism
of life ; she, like all the poet's tragic figures, has a very
un-Greek northern conscience. She sees her serene
and happy world cleft in twain : duty and happiness
have ceased to be one and the same thing ; she is no
longer capable of that concentration (" Sammlung ??)
which is the mainspring of all effective endeavour.
There is comparatively little outward movement in
the play; but the spiritual movement is the richer
and subtler. Contemporaries of the poet felt that
the fourth act, coming as It does after the delightful
love scene in Hero's tower, was arid and tedious; but
the drama of psychological happenings has advanced
far since Grillpar^er wrote, and we are able to-day to
understand better this side of his art. Des Meeres und
der Liebe Wellen effects, it might I think be said, a
reconciliation between the two contending forces in
the literature of the preceding generation, the classic
and the romantic. It is true, the combination of
classic simplicity and romantic interest was already
inherent in the theme as Grillpar^er found it; but his
own Thorwaldsen4ike outlook on classic art and his
subtle modem psychology put the last touches to the
reconciliation.
Des Meeres und der Liebe Wellen was followed in 1834
by Der Traumy ein Leben (The Dream, a Life), but this
play is mainly a work of Grillparzefs first period;

